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Four stages of Free Vortex blades were tested ot low speed in 

the 106 compressor to determine the effects cf lacing wire upon stage 

efficiency and temperature rise. 

Wth lscing wire of 0.14 m. diameter in the rotor and stator, 

and with blades of height 23 in., the loss in stnge efficiency is about 

12 per cent, but if 0.14 in. diameter tubular lacing is deformed within 

the blade pitoh to a more streamlined section of 2&i fineness ratio, the 

drop in stage effic;ency would be about 5 per cent. 

It as estimated that for the circular wire 30 per cent of the 

uxx-ease ln loss IS due to the vmre drag Itself and 70 per cent is due 

to interference by the wire in the normal blade flow. 
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1 .Q Introduction 

When the problem of aerodynamic buffeting and subsequent blade 
failure arose in axial compressors, lacing was considered as a possible 
solution and an investigation to determine the aerodynamic effects of 
lacing wire at low speeds was initiated. 

The most likely mode of blade vibration to produce failure is the 
fundamental in which there is a maximum amplitude at the blade tip 
decreasing to zero at the root, and to effectively damp this vibration 
the lacing v&e lintst be near the tip. The diinenslons of the lacing ynre 
in the rotor blades are governed by the bending forces imposed on the 
short length of vnre betlfeen blades. With increasing radius or blade 
speed the strength required in the lacing becomes greater and the pro- 
Sected area of the wire XI the direction of flow is almost bound to 
mcrease. The wake produced by the wire in this direction contributes to 
the losses in the compressor stage. 

A further consideration nhlch can adversely affect the compressor 
performance is the chordcise position of the lacing wire relative to the 
blade. The ?iost robust form of lacing as far as the blade is concerned 
is probably that in which the lacing mire passes through the thickest 
part of the blade scctlon. Chordnioe this position is very near the 
throat of the blade passage, and the zire will considerably reduce the 
efficiency of the diffusion process downstream of the throat. Attaching 
the wire to the trailing ed&e would probably reduce this effect to a 
minimum but is not a very satisfactory method mechanically. 

In view of these considerations, the lacing of the rotor blades 
for the tests reported here was at the point of maximum thickness of the 
blade and two thuds of the blade height from the root. This position 
reprcrants a conpromise between lacing at the rotor tips fw maximum 
damring and the other extreme of using the lacing wire as near the inner 
diameter as possible for minimum stresses. The stator blades were laced 
new the tip at the point of maxxwm thickness of the section. 

The purpose of the teats was to find the low speed aerodynamic 
effects of three types of lacing "Iire in rotor blades and stator blades 
and to seek an explanation of these effects by means of detailed flow 
investigations betneon blade roves. In the analysis of the results an 
attempt is r;ade to distinguish quantitatively between losses due to the 
lacing wire xoke itself and the secondary effects of the wire on the 
flow over tne blades. 

2.0 The ccmpressor and lacing techniques 

2.1 i%echonical details 

An illustration of the 106 Compressor,Kef. 1,and some details of 
the Free Vortex blades with vrhich the compressor was fitted for these 
mvestlgations are shown in Fig. 1. The aerodynamic design of the blades 
is 

5 
iven in Appendix 1. Four stages of blades were used at a spacing 

of /3 chord between rows. The lengths of lacing vnre were threaded 
through holes drilled in the blades, each length being sufficient to 
span ten blades. At the ends of each length the wire was either soft 
soldered or deformed to keep it in position, but it was not attached 
to eaoh indivxdual blade. The three forms of lacing wire used in the 
tests v;cre:- 
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(1) Stranded cable 0.124 III. diameter made up of bundles of 
20 strands of 0.009 m. vnre twisted together. 

(2) Smooth tube 0.143 in. diameter. 

(3) The same tube pressed ink opproximately elliptical form 
between blades. iviejor axis 0.196 m. Minor axms 0.074 In. 
S&sequently oalled 'flattened tube'. 

The cable 1s not a practical form of lacing but it vas used in the 
rotor for these lom spaed tests because of the dlffxultjr of 160irq tith 
stiif v;we or tube wzthout disturbing the rotor blades. The stator blades 
vere much eas:er to lace because the cos~ng 1s in halves, SO the stators 
were laced successively lvith cable, circular tube and flattened tube. A 
performance x~vest-igat~on VW& mode for each arrangement. The inlet grude 
blades were not laced for any of the tests. 

A11 the blades vere drzlled to accept the lacing wire before assembly 
into the compressor so that they vould not have to be subsequently moved. 
The performance of the unlaced compressor o:13s found by testing the OOttt- 
pressor with the lacing holes illied I-?th wax and thx performance was used 
as n bau.13 for oocp.rrsnn. 

2.' Order Of testxlg 

The order of testwg for the verxxs arrangements of lacing was:- 

(1) Four stage compressor ~ntn drilled but wax fllled 1acx-g 
holes. 

(2) Pour rotor rowa leccd inth cable, stator rows unlaced, 

(3) FOW rotor rams laced vnth cable, four stntor rows laced 
rEth cable. 

(4) Four rotor rows laced mth cable, four stator rows laced 
vsith circular tube. 

(5) Four rotor row laced vslth cable, four stator rows laced 
cm.th flattened tube. 

3.0 Aerodyilamlc propertics of the lacvg vnre 

The dmg ooeiflclent for the three forms of lacx?g nlre shown in 
Fzg. 2 nere meatiweo at a Reynolds number of 0.9 x lob and are:- 

cD 

Stranded cable 0.124 In. O.D. 1.215 

Smooth cli-culsr tube 0.1&3 0.0. 1.06 

Wattsned tube C.?% XI. 0.074 m. 
(based on nlnor axlS) 0.47 

The Re;rilolos number of the Iacwg wre in the compressor was about 
1.0 x I&. def. 3 &Ives a drag coefflclent (CD) Of 1.1 for a smooth cylinder 
at this Reynolds number and at a Reynolds number of 20 x lob the value of 
CD is 0.)~. Excltid,rg Mkoh number effects therefore the drag coefficient for 
a circular lacug tire In a compressor rrw~ be anywhere between these tmo 
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values depending on the design. There is n similar variation in the drag 
coefficient for an elliptical tube so the results are directly applicable 
only for the drag coeffioient values quoted. 

In the compressor the velocity normal to the axis of the wire 
varies along the length of wire i'n one blade pitch. For ease of defini- 
tion therefore the relevant velocity for the expression of drag coefficient 
and Reynolds number is taken to be the mean axial velocity corrected by a 
simple ratio for blade blockage in the annulus at the plane of the lacing 
wire. 

Velocity of approach to wire = Ta x Annulus Area 
Annulus Area - Blockage Area 

4.0 Compressor characteristics 

The overall compressor characteristics ore shown in Fig. 3. They 
are plotted as San Stage Characteristics i.e. the overall pressure and 
temperature coefficient divided by the number of stages. The non- 
dimensional pressure coefficient 1.5 expressed m terms of the measured 
total pressure rise, the density based on the mean of total conditions 
at inlet and xtlet, end the mean blade speed. The 'total' density used 
in this expression is more convenient to use than the true mean density 
both for computation and conversion should this necessary. 

The efficiency is the isentropic efficiency derived from pressure 
ratio, mass flow, torque and rototional speed measurements. 

The tests were carried out at a speed of 3,000 r.p.m. giving a 
mean blade speed of 229 ft./sea. and a Reynolds number based on this speed 
of 1.3 x 105. 

4.1 hfean stage performance 

One of the comparative tests carried out was that of rotor laced 
vnth cable end stator laced first with cable then with circular section 
tube. The tube had, as has been stated a somewhat larger diameter and in 
tunnel tests the drag of these two was about the same. 

CD d CD x d 

Cable 1.215 0.124 0.151 

Tube 1.06 0.143 0.152 

There was in fact no difference in compressor performance with 
these two forms of lacing. It is assumed therefore that the two are 
equivalent and in presenting the results they will be considered so and 
called oarcular section lacing wire as opposed to flattened tube. 

The variation in mean stage performance of the compressor with 
clroular wire end flattened tube lacing is summarised in Fig. 3. Lacing 
both rotor and stator with clroular wire reduces the maximum stage effi- 
ciency by 12 per cent and the v?ork done at a flow coefficient of 0.60 by 
about 8 per cent. Lacing the rotor only vvlth circular wire the reduction 
in maximum efficiency is 76 per cent and of the work done 3 per cent. This 
reduction in efficiency and work done is prohibitive if the majority of 
the stages in a compressor have to be laced but If the blade rows in 
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which failure IS likely can be identified and are fern in number then lacing 
\vould probably be acceptable, A reduced loss in efficiency can be obtalned 
by lacing both rotor and stator with the more streamlined flattened tube. 
The test series did not include this arrangement as such because only the 
stotor blades could be laced conveniently with the tube but an estimate of 
tie probable performance is shown in Fig. 5. The reduction in maximum stage 
efficiency 1s about 5 per cent. This flgure 1.5 still comparatively large 
and the explanation may be that the wre IS flattened between the blades 
only, end retazns its circular section near to the blade surface. Under 
these circumstances the interference by the wire on the blade boundary 
layer flour >vlll be of the saPie degree as for the crrcular section wire. 

4.2 Staee characteristics 

The individual stage stat;lc pressure charactenstlcs for the four 
stages of each lacing arrangement are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The values 
for the gressure coeffxlent at a pcrtlcular flow are about the same as 
for the ikan Stage characteristics Fzg. 3. 

Tne unlaced compressor has a first stage performance which 1s 
better than that of the three following stages. This effect has been 
noted previously in Ref. 4 and 1s attributed to the smallness of the 
annulus boundary layer at this stage. Lacing the rotor blades with CLTCU- 
lar section wre gives a set of cnsrocteristics which are almost ooin- 
cident at a floi coefficient of 0.6. The lacing in the first stage rotor 
therefore cancels any benefit obtained from a good velocity profile but 
lacmg all the rotor row does not lead to any stage to stage deteriora- 
tion in performance. Tie stage characteristics vrher. both rotor and stator 
blades are laced do hol-iever indicate a steady dtterloration in performance 
from stage one to four at 101-3 flow coefficients. 

4.3 F1oVj investigation at the fourth stage 

An investigation of the flow over one blade pitch was carried out 
half a chord dovmstream of the fourth stator for each lacing arrangement. 
The investigation consisted of radlsl traverses with yaw angle, total pres- 
sure and static instruments from outer diameter to inner diameter for a 
series of circumferential poaitlons over the area of one blade pitch. ay 
removing the stator sing and replacIng it by an unbladed ring a similar 
traverse was obtained for the fourth stage rotor. The traverse plane was 
therefore one and a half chords dov;nstream of the rotor blades and half a 
chord downstrsam of the stator blades. 

The results obtained are sho~m ;n Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9. In Figs. 6 
and 7 are the i’oartll stage rotor gas angles and axial velocities and m 
Figs. 8 and 9 the forth stage stator angles and axial velocities. 

Considezng fast the fourth stage of the unlaced compressor as a 
bnsis for oomparwc~n, tne rotor blades have gas outlet angles which corres- 
pond closely to the predicted values (see A7endix I) over most of the 
blade height. The gas angles at outlet from the stator blades are about 
one and a half degees higher than the predicted values, the incidence in 
both rotor and stotor being *:ell belo>; the stalling incidence. 

Introducing lacing ‘Iire into the rotor blades at tT?ro thirds blade 
height from the root causes the outlet onglc to increase in the rotor blade 
row. The increase amounts to cbout 7 or 8 degrees and extends over most of 
the outer half’ of the annulus. 
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The lacing wire also distorts the axial velocity profile so that 
the incidence on the following stator i s above the stalling incidence. 
The unlaced stator is stalled therefore, over a proportion of the blade 
length whioh is almost as great as that for the laced rotor blades them- 
selves. 

Lacing the stator blades also produces a high deviation in both 
rotor and stator at the lacing wire radius. This rndlus is however near 
the inner diametsr so the effects upon inlet and outlet angle are less 
extended, being more like those produced by a thiok annulus bou&sry layer. 
Figs. 7 and 9 shove the axial velocity profiles dovnstrean of the fourth 
stage stator and rotor blndc rows 'when all the; rotor and stator blades erc 
laced rnth circular wire. The profile downstream of the stator blade rOW 
shows a considerable thickening of the irner onnulue boundary layer at 
this position but not cpparcntly nfter the rotor blades. If the performance 
of the fox&!1 stsge IS simzdsr to the performance of the other three stages, 
ss the stags ckwwzteristicn suggest, there wst be considerable radial 
flow between blade row. 

The circumferential mean loss coefficient distribution for a blade 
m the fourth stator rox is shown in Fig. 9, also for comparison the two 
dimensional wake of the wire obtained in a wind tunnel at about the same 
Reynolds number. It is obvious that the losses associated #ath the lacing 
are much greater than the pure wake effects of the mire. It mill be shown 
that the interference losses due to the effects of the wire on the flon ~. 
over the blade constitute about 70 per cent of the total additional losses 
due to lacing in the stntor blades. 

5.0 Some cements on the orinxn of losses due to lacincr vtie 

Considering first the circular section lacing wire. If this is 
placed in an annulus with some other blockage effect the pressure 10s~ 13 

where k is the blockage factor. 

k = Annulus Area 
Annulus Area - Blockage Area 

In this instance the rotor blade blockage kd is 1.16 and the 
stator blade blockage kg = 1.205. 

The figure for the estimated pressure loss due to drag of the 
circular section mira can be compared vnth the experimental values in 
Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 (VP, = 0.54) 

AP/&iJm2 Unlaced = 0.701 

W&J,,2 Rotor and Stator laced 
with cu‘cular wire io.560 

fies~ure loss due to lacing = 0.141 

Estimated pressure loss due to lacing 
wire wake in rotor and statcr = 0.051 
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The wire drag therefore contributes about one third of the total 
1nmease 1n loss. A similar estimate was made from the loss curves in 
Figs. 8 snd 9 and the frg*ures showed that a little more than a qunrter of 
the total additional loss due to lacing was contributed by the wake of the 
lacing wire itself. Approximately therefore 30 per cent of the drop m 
efficiency is the drag effect of the wire and 70 per cent is interference 
with the flom over the blade surface. 

Equivalent figures for the flattened tube are 13 per cent drag and 
87 per cent mterference effects. This is probaoly because the wire was 
flattened between the blades only and at the blade surface the section of 
the wire remained circular. The Interference losses would therefore not 
be reduced in the same proportion as the wire drag losses. 

6.0 Conclusions 

With lacing mire of 0.14 in. dinmeter in the rotor and stator blades 
of a compressor stage with a blade height of 2.5 In., the maximum efficiency 
of the stage is reduced by 12 per cent. If tne 0.14 in. diameter tube 18 
deformed within the blade pitch to a more streamlined shape of 2k:l fineness 
ratio the drop in efficiency is estimated to be only 5 per cent which may 
be acceptable if only a proportion of blade rows in a multistage compressor 
are laced. 

The testlteynolds number of the lacing wire was 1 x IO!+ corres- 
ponding to a CD of 1.1 for the circular wire. At higher Reynolds numbers 
the CD reaches a minimum of 0.4 and in these CU-cumstances the effect of 
lacing wire on the compressor efficiency would be reduced. The same is 
true for the flattened wire. 

In the compressor tested the lacing in a blade row produced very 
high gas angle deviations from the blades in that row end also From the 
unlaced blade 1‘051 dormstream, The increase in deviation caused bjr circular 
lacing in both rotor and stator blsde rows caused a reduction of 8 per cent 
in work done at a flow coLfficlent of 0.6. 

Of the increase in losses due to lacing with crrcular section wire 
30 per cent is contributed by the wake from the wire and 70 per cent by 
the interference of the wire vnth the flow over the blades. 
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NOTATION 

Blade speed 

Axial velocity 

Radius 

Total temperature rise 

Total pressure rise 

Density 

Blade p3tci-i 

Blade chord 

Gas deflectlon angle 

Blade stagger angle measured from axxsl dwectlon 

Gas angle meacured from axxl direction 

Blade angle measured from axwl dlrectlon 

Work done factor 

San total pressure loss 

rnawer of lacmg w3re 

Isentrop1c effrc1ency 

Elade height 
SUF'EI~S 

After stator row of previous stage 

Before rotor blade row 

After rotor blade ran 

Befwe stotw blade row 

After stator biade row 

Mean annulus dxameter 

hElean of compressor Inlet and outlet conditions 

Rotor 

stator 
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Design of Free Vortex blades 

then:- 

AT 
m = 

7. 

constant 

1.5 

0.8 lncludlng work done factor 

0.95 

50 per cent nt r/rm 5 0.9 

tana 3 = l/r 

tana"- l/r 

23, 
U rm 

(tana - tan a~)" 

1.27 cm (tana - tanaO) 

and at the radius of 50 per cent reaction that 1s at r/rm = 0.9 

tan 0. 
3 

- tana = !?A * L = 1.35 
va rm 

The design gas angles are therefore: 

r" 7.5 8.12 8.75 1 9.37 10.0 

drm 0.86 0.93 1.00 ! 

f 

1.07 1 1.14 

al 43.6 47.3 50.4 53.1 / 55.5 

"2 12.3 

1 

22.0 j 30.0 36.6 42.0 

a3 ; 47.0 
! 

44.7 1 42.7 i 40.8 39.0 

a4 1 18.6 1 17.3 1 t 16.2 f 15.2 i 14.3 
I I I - I 
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APENDIX I (Cont'd) 

The rotor has 58 blades and the stator 60 so wi7ith blades of 1.14, 
1.1 and 1.06 In. cnord at root boss, mean and tip diameters respectively, 
the blade angles we:- 

__.- ---____ -_--_.. -__-_.--- I_.---- - .- - ---- 
I 

i / 

I i 

; r" 7.5 ; 8.12 8.75 / 9.37 j 10.0 1 
! 

) ' 

I p, / 43.9 / 47.4 1 49.5 j 51.1 i 52.3 

i p2 ; 2.9 ; 13.7 ! 23.0 1 31.0 

e j 41 .o 1 j 33.7 ; 26.5 j 20.1 

1149 37.4 

. 
I 

s/c ; 0.712 ! 0.707 i 0.362 ; 0.942 / I.620 
/ I 

i P4 j 9.8 9.0 j a.4 

I e 1 

1 

37.7 i 36.0 t I 34.0 
t 

VC , 
t/c 

j 0.10 0.740 i ; / 0.788 j ,"a;: 

1 

j j 03 03 47.5 47.5 / / 45.0 45.0 I I 42.4 42.4 i i 40.0 40.0 ! ! 37.5 37.5 I I / / 

/ / 7.7 7.7 1 1 6.9 6.9 
6 6 

/ / 

i i 32.3 32.3 30.6 30.6 
I I 

i i 

i i 0.676 0.676 i / i / 0.7?8 0.7?8 j 1 j 1 
j j 0.12 i 

-- _-.---_~-.--.----.'._ - -.-.-I 1 

The blades have circular arc camber lines and are dsslgned t0 the . ..."- 
deviation rule m&is/c given in Reference 2. 

The design details of the Inlet Guide Vanes are:- 

- - - - -  ye. 

-j-------7-- I  

r" i 7.5 i 8.12 8.75 i 9.37 ' 10.0 

Ql / -1.' ' 1 -2.3 1 -j.7 -5.1 
I 

-6.4. 
I 

1 

!32 1 -22.1 i -20.6 i -19.2 -17.8 
1 

j 

1 

-16.4 i 
s/c i : 0.740 0.788 0.833 0.876 0.916 ' 
VC j 0.10 I i 

I 
0.11 

, 
0.12 1 

a2 j 18.6 ; 17.3 j 16.2 j 15.2 j 14.3 1 

L- 
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